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1. Introduction to Monika and Elite Cabin Crew

Hi, I’m Monika. 

Thank you for downloading our e-book on how to become a VIP flight 
attendant for private jet airlines. Much of the information provided in 
this e-book is not readily available online- you can search for detailed 
information about private jets, but you won’t be able to find a lot of 
the important details. That’s where we come in! Based on our 
experience and close connections with recruiters in the private jet 
world, we can offer you hands-on assistance and detailed information 
that is simply not available elsewhere! 

Before we get started, let me introduce myself and explain why I’m 
best placed to help you with your journey. 

Together with other specialists in the field- flight attendants, ex-HR 
recruiters, and other industry experts- I founded Elite Cabin Crew in 
2018 to help young men and women achieve their goals of becoming 
cabin crew for the best-known commercial airlines and private jets 
airlines. Growing up in the Czech Republic, I was always surrounded 
by tourists coming to see the beautiful sights in my own country and 
quickly developed a curiosity for other cultures and countries. As I got 
older, I was never sure what career path would be right for me, but I 
knew I wanted to see the world. While I was figuring out which path to 
take, I worked in a number of different jobs- a hostess at restaurants, 
as a personal trainer, and in a few sales positions. I realized that I was 
a great fit for customer service oriented jobs – I was confident, 
friendly, helpful and always smiling. What’s more, I loved working with 
people from all over the world. 

So, in 2011 when a few friends of mine told me about their work with Emirates Airlines, I 
immediately began to dream of traveling the skies to new countries and seeing the 
world in a job that would build on my skill sets and let me work with people from 
diverse backgrounds. 

So far so good. But I didn’t really know how to get there… Dubai seemed like a million 
miles away. What could someone like me with no previous airline experience offer to a 
global company like Emirates? 

After months of research on the different airlines and jobs available, I knew that I 
wanted to become Emirates cabin crew. I worked hard to prepare a clear and 
professional CV, took a hundred different pictures before settling on the perfect one, 
and read countless articles online about preparing for assessment days. When the 
assessment day finally came, I felt ready, but I was always worried that I didn’t have 
what it took to get an interview. 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/
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Fortunately, my hard work and research had paid off and I was selected to continue 
into the second round. In the end, I was one of only three candidates selected out of 
more than 300 applicants! I finally made it. 

After 5 years in Dubai, my love for life in the skies was confirmed and I knew this was the 
right career path for me. I loved my time with Emirates and was able to see and 
experience so many new countries and cultures I had only dreamed of as a little girl in 
Czech Republic. 

Fast forward a few years and I was itching for a change. While I absolutely loved my 
job, I began looking for new opportunities with private jets. My experience and 
background made me a solid candidate for VIP airlines, but I knew I’d have to 
showcase my personality to really set me apart from other applicants. I began applying 
for positions with private companies and VIP clients, and within a few months I was 
offered a position with the royal family of Jordan. Working with VVIP clients was 
rewarding, and I loved the chance to live in a new place with new opportunities. After 
a few years, I started applying for other roles, and was soon offered another VVIP 
position with the royal family of Saudi Arabia where I work today. 

As someone with years of experience, I was constantly getting questions from friends 
and people I met along the way about how I got started, and how could they manage 
to land a job like mine? I realized I had a lot to offer to men and women looking to join 
the aviation industry. I know the recruitment requirements, what to expect out of the 
process, and have insider information about various airlines and VVIP opportunities. So, 
in 2018 I founded Elite Cabin Crew as a way to help people navigate the long road to 
becoming a cabin crew. My hope is that my experience and knowledge, combined 
with a team of specialized colleagues, can help you achieve your cabin crew dreams 
today. Who knows? Maybe one day you’ll be working for a royal family too! 

In the meantime, I’m here to offer you guidance, answers to questions, and mentorship 
along your journey. 

Here I am pre-cabin crew (left), with Emirates (center) and in my newest position with a 
VVIP private airline. Come fly with me! 
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Elite Cabin Crew 

Along with a team of industry experts, I founded Elite Cabin Crew in 2018 as a way to 
support ambitious men and women to fulfill their dreams of becoming cabin crew- both 
for commercial and private airlines. Today, the business excels thanks to a team of 
specialized individuals, including other cabin crew, ex-HR recruiters from Emirates, and 
design specialists with a combined thirty years of experience. Each Elite Cabin Crew 
team member shares the common goal of helping you become the best applicant 
you can be. Elite Cabin Crew has people to answer all of your burning questions and to 
help you create the perfect CV, help you prepare for every step of the recruitment 
process, and provide one-on-one support for your questions and concerns. 

What do we offer? 

Emirates’ Airbus 319 Luxury Private Jet Service 
Source: Emirates 

How would you like to work on one of these luxury aircrafts? 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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2. What people are saying about us…

Find out what other clients have loved about Elite Cabin Crew, click here! 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/blank-page


3. What can you expect out of this E-Book?
This e-book is intended to lay out all of the information you will need to get started in your 
VIP flight attendant career, and it is meant to guide those with several years of 
commercial cabin crew experience who are ready to apply for private airline positions. 
This e-book includes basic information about VIP cabin crew life, the major differences 
between commercial and private VIP flying, tips for your application process, and the key 
requirements for VIP positions in the Middle East.  

This e-book is just the tip of the iceberg in terms of what Elite Cabin Crew can do for you! 
Although you’ll find important information that is useful in making some initial decisions and 
planning, there’s so much more to learn. That’s why Elite Cabin Crew offers personalized 
packages for those interested in taking this journey to the next level. Whether you need 
help designing and writing the perfect CV, tailoring your cover letter to highlight what 
makes you special, or more personalized one-on-one coaching to get you through the 
process, we’ve got your back! 

Do you have what it takes to be a VIP flight attendant? 
Let’s find out.  

If you answer YES to all of the following questions, we’re confident that a VIP flight 
attendant position is the job for you! 

1. Do you have 1-2 years of commercial cabin crew experience?

2. Do you speak English fluently?

3. Do you want to earn double the money as you earn in commercial airlines?

4. Do you want more days off?

5. Do you want to fly less than you do with commercial airlines?

If you answered “NO” to any of these questions, let us know what you’re unsure of and we can 
discuss whether or not VIP flying is right for you.  

If you answered, YES!”, keep going to read about what you can get out of the e-book, what 
other support Elite Cabin Crew can provide, and get the inside scoop on private jet airlines.  

Quick 
Quiz! 
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4. Introducing the World of Private Jets

You have a few years of experience as commercial airline cabin 
crew, and now you’re ready to begin looking for new opportunities 
in private jet airlines flying with private owners, charter companies, 
and royal families. But what does it mean to fly private? Are there 
major differences from flying commercial? 

To be honest, the major differences are that flying with private jets 
offers you: 

MORE MONEY MORE TIME OFF  LESS FLYING 

Flying private has many similarities to flying as commercial cabin crew, but 
there are some important differences to consider. More information about 
salary and benefits is available in the next section. 

Here I am loving life as a VIP flight attendant - can you picture yourself here?!
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Let’s Cover Some Basics: 
Commercial Private 

Airplanes and 
Crew 

Large commercial aircrafts with 
multiple crew 

Passengers 200-400 passengers in economy,
20-70 passengers in premium
class

Schedule Schedules released for the 
whole month 

Flying Time 100-120 hours/month Varies, but could be as low as 
30 hours/month or even none! :) 

Job Tasks: 
- Cleaning
- Catering

Usual duties (e.g. boarding, 
seating, serving food and 
beverages, ensuring safety 
regulations are upheld) 

The airline cleaning crew clean 
the aircraft after the cabin crew 
has disembarked. 

In addition to the usual duties: 

Salary Middle East: 1500 – 2,300 
EUR/month (dependent on 
airline and per diems/flying 
time) 
Europe: 1000 - 2000 EUR/month 

Middle East: 
EUR/month on average 
Europe: EUR/month
on average 

Benefits Medical Insurance 
Accommodation in base city (in 
Middle East) 
Hotels/per diems off base 
Flight discounts for you and 
family/friends 
Transport to/from airport 
30 days off per month 

Medical Insurance (usually) 
Accommodation in base city (in 
Middle East) 
Hotels/Per Diems off base 
Home base tickets for rotations 
OR 1-2 tickets per year 
Residency/visa in base city 
Rotation schedule 
* Even though you don’t get
discounted commercial airline
tickets, the higher salary helps to 
cover these costs! 
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5. Key Information about Private Flying

Let’s take a look at some key information about the world of private jets and 
being a flight attendant for private airlines. 

Locations: 
There are several large hubs for private aviation companies. In this 
e-book we are focusing on Europe and the Middle East. BUT don’t
worry; we have connections to other regions like Africa too. To
discuss opportunities in other regions, set up a call with us today!

Global hubs for private jets: 

In the Middle East, most private jet companies are based out of the United Arab 
Emirates, Qatar or Saudi Arabia. In Europe, hubs can be found in France, the 
United Kingdom, Russia and Switzerland. Other regional hubs include Nigeria, 
South Africa and all across the United States. 
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Types of Private Jet Flights 
There are three main types of private aviation companies and 
each type has some difference in how much they fly, which 
destinations they fly to/from, and the conditions for cabin crew 
(flight time, frequency, rotations, etc.) 

1. Charter Airlines
a. What is it? Any individual, group of people or company can rent an

aircraft to go to a certain destination; charter flights are basically
renting the plane for private use.

b. Rotation:

c. Staffing:

d. Airplanes: Charter companies usually have smaller planes, which
means that a single cabin crew can operate each flight.
* Don’t worry! During training you’ll always have another cabin crew
to show you how it’s done and provide on-the-job training before
they let you fly alone.

e. Who is this right for?

Source: (Left) Waldorf Astoria Magazine - Winch Design Interiors, (Right) TripSavvy from imaginima/Getty Images 

Charter planes often cater to businessmen and women with a luxurious and practical design. 
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2. Airlines for Private Owner
a. What is it? These are aircrafts that are owned by a private individual,

family or business. For example, a businessman and his partner or
family could own a private plane, and you will fly with them
wherever they go.

b. Rotation:

c. Staffing: Private aircrafts usually have very small teams- around 2-3
flight attendants, but sometimes between 6-8 people for larger
airplanes.

d. Airplanes: Private owners usually have small planes and have one
cabin crew on each flight. This means

e. Who is it right for? Flying for private owners offers less flying time for
flight attendants.

Source: (Left) Winch Design, (Right) Shutterstock/Aerodim 

Look at these beautiful interiors!! Private jets are comfortable, sleek, and nothing like 
normal commercial airplanes. Can you picture yourself working in one of these?!
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3. Flying with a Royal Family
a. What is it? Flying with a Royal Family means just that- you are

providing services for some member or members of a Royal family.
This could be anyone and is not necessarily a head of state (King or
Queen), and it could be his/her immediate family or other members
of their family (e.g. aunts, nephews, cousins). Most of these positions
are available in the Middle East (although they may occasionally
come up in Europe or other regions too). In the Middle East it is
common to work for Sheikhs as well.

b. Rotation:

c. Staffing: There are typically a number of cabin crew employed by
royal families to make sure all flight needs are covered.

d. Airplanes: Royal aircrafts are usually quite large in size and need
multiple cabin crew. There is often a lead flight attendant who is
responsible for catering and overseeing other cabin crew staff too.

e. Who is it right for?

 Don't worry about the rumors- we know the facts!

Sources: (Left) Vanity Fair, Douglas Friedman/Trunk Archive, (Center) Greenpoint Technologies (greenpnt.com), 
(Right) BuyingBusinessTravel.com - Qatar Airways

Who wouldn't want to fly in one of these?! Talk about luxurious travel...
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Schedule, Salary and Benefits with Private Airlines 
As mentioned previously, one of the biggest advantages of 
working in private aviation is the better pay and benefits 
packages often included. We’ve listed some key information for 
you in this section. 

Middle East Europe 
Rotation 

OR 
OR 

Occasionally in the UAE, 
Occasionally, 

Salary EUR/month 
(including per diems) 

 EUR/month 
(including per diems) 

Per Diems EUR/Day (included 
in salary) 

 EUR/Day (included 
in salary) 

Taxes Tax-free Taxed 
Medical Insurance Included Included 

Flights home Home-base tickets for 
rotation or 1-2 times per 
year 

Home-base tickets for 
rotation or 1-2 times per 
year 

Accommodation in base 
city 

Bonus and End of Service 
Benefits 

Depends on the company and how long you’ve been 
working there. 



6. Applying for your Dream Job

Ready for the next step? Let’s go through them one-by-one. 

Once you decide where you want to apply, it’s time to really get started! The key 
things you will need are a well-organized curriculum vitae (CV) and professional 
photographs in business attire. Your CV and photos are the first time recruiters see 
your face and get a first impression of you- they are VERY important. 

Depending on the company you are applying with, the application and interview 
process can be different. Usually, they include a phone call or Skype interview and 
an in-person interview at a company base office with a recruitment specialist. There 
may also be an assessment day during which the company recruiters will assess your 
team management, leadership and practical skills. 

For more in-depth knowledge and step-by-step advice, set up a call with me today! 
Check out our services, here. 

PRO TIPS: 
- Keep your LinkedIn updated and looking sharp!Recruiters

will look you up and you want to put your best foot first.

- For your CV, use a clean and neat template that highlights
your achievements in the customer service arena, and
shows that you can handle responsibility.

- Don’t forget to include key details like
. These are important to

private company recruiters, and there are differences for
private airlines in the Middle East and Europe - we know all
about them!

- Have professional photos taken so that you have a variety
of photos to choose from depending on the company
requirements. Private jets and airlines have different photo
requirements, and Elite Cabin Crew knows exactly what
each recruiter is looking for. Let us help you!

13 
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Let’s talk through some key questions to get you started on an action 
plan for your application process! 

1. Do you have a CV?

Yes No 

If “No”, get to work on a CV that presents your skills and past experiences. Get 
our expert advice on content and formatting. See our services, click here. 

2. Is your CV well organized and does it describe each past experience in clear,
easy to understand language? Does it highlight customer service, sales or
hospitality experience?

Yes  No 

If “No”, try to think back to your job and what responsibilities you had that show you 
are responsible, dedicated, and an excellent customer service provider.  

Need support? Check out our CV services here, which include content support to 
make your experience shine. See our services, click here.  

3. Does your CV include all the required information (name, date of birth, height,
weight,      contact information)?

Yes  No 

If “No”, make sure you include this vital information at the start of your CV, generally 
next to your photo.  

4. Does your CV have a visually appealing format?

Yes No 

If “No”, consider professional help from Elite Cabin Crew to put your CV in a 
designed format that is sure to be eye-catching and appealing to recruiters. 

Samples: 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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5. Have you taken professional-looking photos in line with any company guidelines
that are available?

Yes  No 

If “No”, ask us for our advice on your photos and let us help you create and select 
the photo gets your foot in the door! See our services, click here.  

6. Have you double-checked the format and size requirements if there are any?

Yes  No 

If “No”, ask us for our advice on your photos to make sure they meet the relevant 
guidelines to a T! See our services, click here.  

7. Have you printed out your photos?

Yes No 

If “No”, make sure you have a set of photos on hand if you have to meet anyone in 
person. These should be printed on high-quality photo paper.  

Get your dream VIP flight attendant job today! We are happy to 
help however we can as you embark on this new journey! 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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Malta 
2004 
Charter 
Careers 

Headquarters: 
Founded: 
Flight Type: 
Website: 

7. Private Jet Airlines - Case Examples

Now that you’ve got an idea of what private flying is all about, let’s take a look 
at three example companies and their conditions and recruitment process. 

This is information you won't find online; this comes directly from our own 
experiences and from contacts in the industry. Let us help you! 

Intro: Vista Jet is recognized as one of the best companies in the world, and also 
offers its employees some of the best salaries and benefits. 

Base: Vista Jet is headquartered in Malta. The company has staff based in 
numerous cities across the continent and often has more than one city base in a 
country. To name a few, Vista Jet has cabin crew based in Germany (Hamburg, 
Frankfurt, Berlin, etc.), France (Paris, Sorbonne, Lille, etc.), Spain (Madrid, 
Barcelona, Valencia, etc.) and many more. For a complete list and to check if 
your city is on it, schedule a call today! 

Aircrafts: Global 7500, Global 6000, Global 5000, Challenger 850, Challenger 
350, Challenger 605 

Operating: 

Accommodation in base city 
Salary (including per diems) 

Pension 
Insurance 
Rotation 

https://www.vistajet.com/en-gb/careers/
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Tickets home 
Time Off 
Contract Length 

Application Process: 

1. Skype Interview

We can help you prepare- set up a one-on-one call with us today! Click here. 

2. Assessment Day in Malta

3. One-on-One Interview

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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Experience requirements: 

To find out more, set up a one-on-one call with us today! Check out our services 
here. 

Other Useful Info: 

Passengers on private jets are treated to a 
number of delicious food and beverage 
options. 

As a VIP flight attendant, you'll be responsible 
for providing excellent customer service and 
ensuring VIP clients have a pleasant and 
luxurious travel experience! 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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Intro: Jet Aviation is a Swiss company with bases all over the Middle East and Europe. 
The company is highly regarded and offers charter services as well as catering to 
private owners. 

Base: Jet Aviation is headquartered in Switzerland, but has operating bases all over 
the world, including in Abu Dhabi. The company recently moved its base to Abu 
Dhabi from Dubai and still houses cabin crew in both cities. 

Aircrafts: Global 6000 and Gulfstream G 650 

Operating: 

Accommodation in base city 

Salary (including per diems) 

Pension 
Medical Insurance 
Rotation 

Abu Dhabi, UAE 
1967 
Charter and 
Private Owners 
Careers 

Headquarters: 
Founded: 
Flight Type: 

Website: 

http://www.jetaviation.com/jetprofessionals/careers
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Tickets home 

Time Off 
Contract Length 

Application Process: 

1. Phone Call

2. Skype or Face-to-Face Interview

We can help you prepare- set up a one-on-one call with us today! Click here. 

3. Interview with Human Resources

4.

5.

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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We are here to support – we can help you prepare relevant answers with 
examples to make sure you’re prepared. Check out our services, here. 

Experience Requirements: 

Other Useful Info: 

Living the life! Passengers on private 
jets enjoy a range of seating 
arrangements and amenities 
onboard. 

As a VIP flight attendant, you'll help 
make sure the luxurious cabins are 
kept sparkling clean and ready for 
passengers to sit back and relax. 
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Intro: Aramco is a globally known company headquartered in Saudi Arabia. It is a 
huge oil tycoon and is one of the biggest companies in the world based on its annual 
revenue. 

Base: Aramco is headquartered in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia and its flights operate 
primarily in the Middle East, mostly within Saudi Arabia. 

Aircrafts: Smaller aircrafts, including Gulfstream G 650 

Operating: 

Accommodation in base city 

Salary (including per diems) 

Pension 
Medical Insurance 
Rotation 

Dhahran, SA 
1933 
Aramco officials, 
CEO ministers 
and their clients 
Careers 

Headquarters: 
Founded: 
Flight Type: 

Website: 

https://www.saudiaramco.com/en/careers
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Tickets home 

Time Off 
Contract Length 

Application Process: 

We can help you prepare- set up a one-on-one call with us today! Click here. 

Experience Requirements: 

Other Useful Info: 

https://www.monikakrajcova.com/vip-flight-attendant
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Living in Saudi Arabia: 



8. Access More Information

We hope this e-book has provided a lot of useful information that you will 
need to get started on your road to becoming a VIP flight attendant, BUT 
there is still a lot more to come!  

Did you like the information provided about Jet Aviation, Vista Jet and 
Aramco? Good news! We have many more details and the recruitment 
contact information for more than 10 of the best private jet airlines. This 
detailed information is available through coaching sessions, and soon we 
will release a comprehensive e-book that gives you inside knowledge 
about jobs with the most reputable and well-known private jet airlines, like 
Net Jets, Al Atheer, AirX and Skyprime.  

You won’t find this level of detail anywhere else, so don’t miss your chance 
to improve your shot at the VIP flight attendant job of your dreams. Check 
out our services here and contact us today!  

In the meantime, for making it through this whole e-book, we’re giving 
you an advantage over the competition. Here is a list of the best websites 
to browse when you’re looking for the perfect VIP flight attendant 
position:  

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

3.



Thank you for your time looking through this E-book! 
Elite Cabin Crew looks forward to hearing from you. We 

are ready to help you achieve your dreams! 

For more information, check out our social media, 
website or email us by clicking on the logos below: 

Leave us a comment if you need any more 
information or if you would like to give us feedback 

about this guide! We’re here for you! 

https://www.instagram.com/elite_cabin_crew/
https://www.facebook.com/elitecabincrew2018/
https://www.monikakrajcova.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/elite-cabin-crew-29961a184/
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